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Abstract: Cold-formed steel (CFS) structures are widely used in construction and infrastructure due
to their lightweight and high-strength properties. However, their thin-walled nature makes them
geometrically sensitive to compressive loading. The Digital Twin (DT)-based numerical simulation
method is developed using the actual geometries of CFS shapes, which are acquired by a 3D laser
scanner. The DT-based numerical simulation incorporates the reconstructed measurement point
clouds into the finite element modeling, ensuring that actual geometric features are retained. A
series of tests, including material and axial compression testing, are conducted to validate the
modeling parameters, such as mesh sizes and boundary conditions. The advantages of the DT-based
numerical simulation method are highlighted compared to the traditional CFS member numerical
simulation, which incorporates only the first mode of geometric imperfection. Additionally, DT-based
numerical simulations offer more accurate load capacities and deformation predictions. Moreover,
the automated and validated DT-based numerical simulation demonstrates prevalence in modeling
efficiency and computation effectiveness. The DT-based numerical simulation method holds potential
for application in smart structural analysis, where accurate geometries derived from extensive
measurement point clouds are integrated into numerical modeling.

Keywords: digital twin-based numerical simulation; cold-formed steel; 3D laser scanner; testing
validation

1. Introduction

Cold-formed steel (CFS) members are manufactured at room temperature, offering
benefits such as high strength, ease of transportation, and rapid erection and construction.
However, the thin-walled characteristic of CFS members makes them sensitive to strength
variations based on their geometries [1]. Although manufacturing tolerances are well
controlled, transportation and storage can introduce additional geometric imperfections to
the CFS members [2,3]. Consequently, predicting structural performance becomes more
challenging due to random geometry deviations during numerical simulations. Traditional
numerical simulations typically introduce an initial imperfection to the CFS models, with
shapes based on the first buckling modes [4]. The magnitude of the imperfection is deter-
mined as L/960 by both Chinese [5] and North American standards [4]. However, modern
structural design trends lean towards analysis-based or simulation-based approaches,
wherein nonlinear structural performance is a crucial consideration [6,7]. Traditional nu-
merical simulations fall short of meeting the demands of structural analysis, particularly
for CFS members [8]. Accurate simulations for strength predictions must consider the
real-world conditions of CFS members, such as their true geometry.

Measurement techniques are crucial for obtaining geometric information about CFS
members. Over the past decades, measurements have evolved from contact-based to non-
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contact approaches [9,10]. Traditional contact measurements employ displacement sensors,
calipers, and rulers to gauge geometric surface textures, cross-section dimensions, and
specimen length. Consequently, the geometric imperfections incorporated into numerical
simulations might not adequately represent the actual impacts of geometry on the strength
of CFS members. On the other hand, non-contact measurements of CFS members pre-
dominantly utilize optical measurement techniques, such as laser-scanning triangulation
(Figure 1) [10,11] and photography DIC techniques [12]. Such member-level measurements
are more common in laboratories than in the industry. Limitations of these techniques
include cost and efficiency. DIC techniques necessitate multiple high-resolution cameras
and specialized software for measurements. Both research costs and device expenses can be
prohibitive. Furthermore, the precision of these measurements might exceed the necessary
qualifications [13]. Laser-based measurement seems more pragmatic, but challenges arise
in reconstructing measurements and their application in structural analysis.
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Reconstruction of laser measurements has advanced in recent years. While commercial
software is not yet tailored for structural member applications, fundamental surface regis-
tration from scanned segments is achievable. Users can register scanned segments of items
from various angles using geometric features or calibration markers [14,15]. Additionally,
such software can only compute the area and dimensions of regions specified by users. The
level of automation in image processing for measurements is not satisfactory, especially
considering the unstructured data in structural applications. As a solution, Zhao et al. [11]
proposed a post-processing algorithm that can automatically filter measurement noises and
reorganize data for Zee-shaped section members. The post-processing algorithm processes
data section by section. Section positions were determined through hardware records. A
maximal curvature test was conducted on segments sequentially within a cross-section,
identifying four maximum curvatures. These maximal curvatures were deemed the corners
of the cross-section, while other segments represented flat regions such as webs, flanges,
and lips. This method organized the data structure of the Zee-shaped sections for sim-
pler structural and dimensional analysis. However, this approach was solely applied to
Zee-shaped sections measured on a laboratory laser platform.

Feng et al. [10] and Xu [16] also introduced a post-processing method for measure-
ments from a hand-held laser scanner, specifically RASNAC and geometric model recon-
struction. Given that the targets are thick, hot-rolled steel sections, the resolution require-
ments for measurements are not as stringent as those for CFS members. Cross-sectional
features are defined using several straight lines, enabling the intelligent identification of
flanges and webs. Zhao [8] later proposed a new robust feature recognition method that
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fits other shapes of CFS members. The new robust feature recognition method is suitable
for various shapes of CFS members. This method is globally optimized, ensuring more ac-
curate feature recognition. The data structure is organized based on the geometric features
of structural members, such as webs, flanges, lips, and corners. This geometric feature
data structure can be utilized for various applications in the field, including identifying
geometric imperfections [10,11,17] or detecting deformations [16]. The reorganized recon-
structed models can be viewed as digital twins, where the organized point clouds accurately
represent the genuine geometric conditions of the measured structural members [18,19].

The cutting-edge technology, digital twin, is being explored for broader applications
in structural research fields, such as numerical simulations of structural members [20].
The geometric properties of steel members play a pivotal role in structural analysis and
can be accurately characterized using laser measurements [21]. Meanwhile, researchers
have identified imperfections in measured CFS members [22,23], the magnitudes of which
were statistically analyzed and incorporated into numerical simulations. Nevertheless,
there is potential for further development in this application. Specifically, the geometry of
digital twins could be directly integrated into finite element modeling [11,24]. However, the
practical application of this research has been limited due to the computational demands
of processing large point clouds and the potential for divergence in numerical simulation.
Moreover, these DT-based finite element models have yet to undergo validation through
testing.

This research focuses on developing a DT-based numerical simulation method for
CFS members to achieve enhanced computational speeds in finite element models. These
models are calibrated using axial compression tests on 27 Cee-shaped CFS members. The
subsequent section introduces the research background. In Section 3, we detail the DT-based
numerical simulation methods. Section 4 provides testing methodologies, leading to model
validation discussions in Section 5. Section 6 contrasts the DT-based numerical simulations
against traditional approaches. Additionally, this section delves into the implications
of varying simulation parameters. Conclusions and prospects for future research are
encapsulated in Section 7.

2. Background

This research is based on point-cloud models of cold-formed steel members measured
using a hand-held laser scanner. Digital twins of the CFS members are constructed using
the feature recognition algorithm outlined in [11]. Twenty-seven CFS member tests are
included for validation and comparative analysis.

2.1. Laser Measurements

An EinScan HX laser scanner is utilized in the research, as shown in Figure 2a. The
EinScan HX scanner features a camera and a detector, utilizing triangulation measurement
technology for swift positioning and data capture. The scanner gathers optical data and
transmits it to a computer via transmission wires. Accompanying the laser scanner is
the EXScan HX software, used for real-time reconstruction of the measurements. The
recommended scanning distance ranges between 370 mm and 570 mm, with a measurement
accuracy reaching up to 0.04 mm.

The scanning process begins with the placement of markers on the target specimens.
These markers are arranged according to the triangulation measurement principle, forming
triangles with edge distances ranging from 100 mm to 150 mm, as illustrated in Figure 2b.
Given the regular geometric shapes of the CFS specimens, the laser scanning mode is
selected. Before scanning, procedures are set for brightness adjustment, surface detection,
and texture sourcing. The scan proceeds, with real-time measurement pieces visualized
via the EXScan HX software. Subsequent pre-processing steps are performed within the
software, such as denoising and segmenting the point clouds. An example of the scanned
point clouds can be viewed in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Scanning result of the CFS Cee specimen.

2.2. Post-Processing

The pre-processed point clouds of CFS members are unsuitable for direct application
in structural analysis. The data structures of these reconstructed point cloud data (PCd)
models are imperfect, characterized by disordered points and undefined geometric features.
As a result, direct identification of dimensions and surface textures becomes challenging.
This necessitates the use of a post-processing algorithm for the pre-processed PCd models.

The post-processing involves three primary steps: layering, sorting, and feature recog-
nition. Scanned members inherently possess inner and outer surface layers, as depicted in
Figure 4. However, the inner layer of a CFS member is challenging to scan comprehensively
due to shaded reflections from the laser scanners. The thin-walled nature of CFS members
allows the assumption that the inner and outer layers resemble each other. Consequently,
the incomplete inner layer of the PCd models can be removed, leaving only the outer layer
points. This process is carried out using Geomagic Wrap 2021 software [15].
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Figure 4. Inner and outer layers of the PCd.

The remaining PCd outer layer from the previous step needs to be organized since the
point order from scanning is not conducive for structural analysis tasks like identifying
dimensions and characterizing imperfections. The sorting process mirrors the method
described by Zhao et al. [11]. Following the sorting, feature recognition is applied to the or-
dered section members. Typically, the cross sections of a CFS member comprise components
such as a web, flanges, lips, and corners. Accurate dimensions, imperfection identification,
and structural numerical simulations necessitate detailed geometric information of these
member components. This need prompted the development of the feature recognition
process, as detailed in the authors’ previous work [8]. The measured cross sections undergo
a sequential curvature test, wherein a formed circle progresses across the recognition region.
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The segment exhibiting the maximum curvature is designated as the corner, while other
segments are considered flat regions. Additionally, an optimization is conducted to ensure
that the cross sections’ features are recognized robustly and accurately (Figure 5).
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Figure 5. Cross Sections feature recognition.

2.3. Data Scheme

This research develops an accurate numerical simulation method for the as-true digital
twins of CFS members, leveraging dense measurement point clouds. Twenty-seven CFS
Cee members are examined experimentally to validate the numerical simulations and
substantiate various modeling parameters. The nominal dimensions of the 27 CFS Cee
members are presented in Table 1. The specimen’s naming convention is illustrated in
Figure 6.

Table 1. Measurement Scheme of CFS members.

Section ID L (mm) H (mm) t (mm) B (mm) D (mm) θ (◦)

C1-H180-B70-t2.0-450 450 180 2.0 70 20 90
C2-H180-B70-t2.5-450 450 180 2.5 70 20 90
C3-H180-B70-t3.0-450 450 180 3.0 70 20 90
C4-H200-B70-t2.0-450 450 200 2.0 70 20 90
C5-H200-B70-t2.5-450 450 200 2.5 70 20 90
C6-H200-B70-t3.0-450 450 200 3.0 70 20 90
C7-H280-B70-t2.0-450 450 280 2.0 70 20 90
C8-H280-B70-t2.5-450 450 280 2.5 70 20 90
C9-H280-B70-t3.0-450 450 280 3.0 70 20 90

C10-H180-B70-t2.0-1200 1200 180 2.0 70 20 90
C11-H180-B70-t2.5-1200 1200 180 2.5 70 20 90
C12-H180-B70-t3.0-1200 1200 180 3.0 70 20 90
C13-H200-B70-t2.0-1200 1200 200 2.0 70 20 90
C14-H200-B70-t2.5-1200 1200 200 2.5 70 20 90
C15-H200-B70-t3.0-1200 1200 200 3.0 70 20 90
C16-H280-B70-t2.0-1200 1200 280 2.0 70 20 90
C17-H280-B70-t2.5-1200 1200 280 2.5 70 20 90
C18-H280-B70-t3.0-1200 1200 280 3.0 70 20 90

C19-H180-B70-t2.0-3000 3000 180 2.0 70 20 90
C20-H180-B70-t2.5-3000 3000 180 2.5 70 20 90
C21-H180-B70-t3.0-3000 3000 180 3.0 70 20 90
C22-H200-B70-t2.0-3000 3000 200 2.0 70 20 90
C23-H200-B70-t2.5-3000 3000 200 2.5 70 20 90
C24-H200-B70-t3.0-3000 3000 200 3.0 70 20 90
C25-H280-B70-t2.0-3000 3000 280 3.0 70 20 90
C26-H280-B70-t2.5-3000 3000 280 2.5 70 20 90
C27-H280-B70-t3.0-3000 3000 280 2.0 70 20 90

“D” lip length of a cross section. “θ”are the corner angles of the cross section.
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3. A Simulation Method for Digital Twins of CFS Members

Digital twins accurately represent the real geometries of CFS members derived from
post-processed laser measurements. However, the high density of these point clouds isn’t
always necessary, especially for numerical simulations considering CFS members’ as-true
geometry. The density of the point clouds should be reduced to a suitable amount to
facilitate structural analysis via numerical simulation. This section introduces a simulation
method using finite element modeling paired with digital twins of CFS members. The
finite element analysis is executed using the ABAQUS CAE 2019 software, and appropriate
modeling input files are generated accordingly.

3.1. Node Formation

Both material and geometric properties influence numerical simulations of structural
members. While material properties can be ascertained through coupon testing, the geo-
metric properties in simulations are derived from laser-based digital twins. However, the
dense point clouds can’t be used directly as nodes due to their high point density. Therefore,
it’s crucial to establish an appropriate mesh node configuration that reflects the accurate
geometry while also de-sampling the measurement points for efficiency.

Given the assumption of a uniform cross-sectional thickness throughout a CFS member,
the geometric characteristics of its central surface closely mirror that of its outer surface,
as illustrated in Figure 4. Owing to the thin-walled nature of the member, points on the
centerline section can be straightforwardly acquired by translating the outer surface points
by half the thickness, represented as t

2 .
The node formation begins with the line segments of a cross-section, such as the web,

flanges, and lips. Considering the left-side flange as an example (Figure 7a), the flange is
characterized through post-processing where the boundary points Q1, Qn are identified.
The points Q1 and Q2 are linearly connected, setting the direction of this line as a local
axis, represented by ξ. The lower point Q1, is designated as the origin. The perpendicular
direction to the axis ξ is set as another principal axis η. Since the mesh size of the FE model
is predetermined, the number of nodes on the cross-section and the distance between them
can be ascertained. For instance, the left-side flange would have n nodes, as shown in
Figure 7a. A linear interpolation is carried out with boundary points (Q1, Q2). As a result,
a series of points {q1, q2, q3 . . . qn} with uniform distances are obtained.

The node formation continues with its foundation on the measurement point clouds.
Since the points are sorted and organized in sequence, adjacent points line up in a cross-
sectional array. For each interpolated point qi, there are w measurement points in its vicinity.
These points are linearly fitted, and then short line segments are obtained. The intersection
between a fitted line segment and the axis η is considered a node Qi. This procedure is
repeated for the remaining mesh nodes of the flange till n equal-interval nodes are found.
The final phase involves the formulation of mesh nodes for the centerline model. The
normal direction of the flange, which coincides with the direction of the axis η, is identified.
The translation displacement is half of the thickness t/2. Thus, the nodes are all shifted by
t/2 along the direction η and the mesh nodes are obtained.
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The above line-segment nodes formation method applies to all linear regions of the
cross sections. However, the corners of these cross-sections require a slightly modified
approach due to their distinct geometry. Take the corner between a flange and a web, for
example. The boundary points of this corner, denoted by Q1, Qn, are obtained through the
previously described post-processing algorithm. It is assumed that the corner can be fitted
with an arc with radius R, the center of (Oc), which is set as the origin of the local polar
coordinate. Similar to the line-segment formation, the number n and the angles ∆θ interval
of nodes of the corner are determined in advance, as shown in Figure 7b. The angle theta
can be ascertained using Equation (1).

∆θ =
θ

n
(1)

where θ is the angle of the corner obtained using the dimension-finding method applied to
the measurement [deg.].

A series of interpolated points can be obtained using Equations (2) and (3):

qp
i = R× i∆θ, (2)

qi = qp
i + Oc, (3)

where qp
i represents the found point in the local coordinate; qi are the coordinates of the

interpolated points in the cross-section coordinate system.
The second step is the same as the process for line segments. Measurement points

within a density distance di around qi, determined by Equation (4), are utilized to fit a
short line segment. The intersection between this short line segment and the fitted arc is
treated as the desired node, translated by half of the thickness t

2 in the direction pointed to
the origin Oc. Upon completion of this process, the node formation for corner segments is
finalized. This methodology applies to all corner regions of standard CFS cross-sections.

di =
|[tan(i∆θ)]xi − yi|√

1 + [tan(i∆θ)]2
(4)

where (xi, yi) represents the point cloud node coordinates; di is the distance between point
cloud coordinates and short lines [mm].

3.2. Finite Element Modeling

A script file for the ABAQUS software has been developed, a sample of which is
attached in the Appendix. Key parameters related to the laser-measurement point clouds
are listed in the section verified in the following sections.
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3.2.1. Mesh Formation

The thickness of thin-walled members is comparatively minor relative to their other
dimensions. Therefore, the simulation of CFS members, uses the S4R shell element for mesh.
The mesh size typically necessitates an element with approximately equal length and width
dimensions. The nodes along the member thus are established based on the total number of
cross-section nodes, denoted as N ×M, where N is the number of cross-section nodes, and
M is the number of longitudinal nodes. As illustrated in Figure 8, the nodes presented in the
Script file comprise four columns, preceded by the ‘*NODE’ keyword where “*” represents
the beginning of the keyword in ABAQUS. The initial column indicates the numerical order,
while the subsequent three columns delineate the coordinates relative to the x, y, z axes.
Generally, the numerical order should be structured such that individual cross-sections are
distinguishable. A recommended sequence is provided below in Equation (5):

Number order = (m− 1)× 100 + n (5)

where m is the mth cross-section along the member, and n is the nth node across the section.
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The node’s coordinates, especially the longitudinal coordinates, must be carefully
treated. The original cross-section density is set at 1 mm. The value of M, representing
the number of longitudinal nodes, should be calculated such that the result of L/M is an
integer. Under this condition, the nodes of the cross-sections can be directly derived from
the corresponding mesh nodes obtained from the previous step. Conversely, if L/M does
not yield an integer, the nodes of the cross-sections can be obtained through interpolation
from the neighboring nodes of the cross-sections.

Once the mesh nodes are determined, the mesh element can be formed using the S4R
element type—a linear 4-node shell element with uniformly reduced integration. This
is specified in the script file with the keyword ‘*Element, type S4R’. The data structure
for this section is presented in five columns, as illustrated in Figure 9. The first column
is the mesh element number order; a patch of typical mesh order numbers is illustrated
in Figure 9. The subsequent four columns represent the number of orders of nodes. The
second and third columns detail adjacent nodes, specifically the ith and i + 1th nodes in the
kth cross-section, while the fourth and fifth columns describe the ith and i + 1th nodes in a
(k + 1)th cross-section.

3.2.2. Material Properties

In a finite element model, material properties typically encompass Young’s modulus
(E), Poisson’s ratio (v), the 0.2% yield strength (σ0.2), the 0.5% yield strength (σ0.5), and the
ultimate strength (σult). Additionally, for nonlinear analysis in finite element assessments,
the stress-strain matrix is essential. These attributes are derived from material testing or
existing experimental data in scholarly literature.
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3.2.3. Boundary Condition

The boundary conditions in this research comprise the loading conditions and the
restraint conditions. The boundary condition is assumed to be simply supported. A
reference point at one end, RP1, is set to coincide with the centroid of the end cross-section.
RP1 is rigidly tied to the end nodes, where it is permitted to have axial displacement and
weak axis rotation. A reference point at the other end, RP2, is positioned at the centroid of
the opposite end cross-section. Similarly, RP2 is rigidly tied to the end nodes, and this end
is restricted to allow only weak-axis rotation.

Furthermore, the loading condition is displacement-controlled, a common approach
in nonlinear structural analysis. The displacement is applied at RP1, permitting axial
deformation. The initial displacement is set at 1

100 of the member’s length.

3.2.4. Analysis Step

The analysis step is essential in finite element modeling. Both the robustness and
accuracy of the analysis are influenced by this step. Three main types of analyses are
employed in thin-walled structural analysis: ‘*Static, general’, ‘*Static, Riks’, and ‘*Static,
Stabilize’. The application of these steps is slightly different. The measurement contains a
number of surface imperfections that result in divergence of ‘*Static, Riks’ analysis method.
The general method of ‘*Static, Riks’, is unsuitable for large high-precision models based
on laser measurement. The analysis step adopts ‘*Static, Stabilize’. A more comprehensive
discussion of the analysis step can be found later in Section 6.2.2.

The energy consumption fraction is specified as 0.0002. This introduces an added
viscous force to all nodes within the model. The magnitude of this force is dictated
by the node’s bit removal during time increments, stabilizing the model’s computation.
Additionally, parameters are set for the incremental steps: the maximum is 300, the initial is
0.001, the minimum increment is 1× 10−5, and the maximum increment is 0.05. These step
parameters can be auto-generated for comparative analyses when executing the respective
script files, ultimately determining the optimal input values.

4. Validation Testing

The paper proposes a method of numerical simulation methodology leveraging laser-
measured digital twins. To ensure accurate replication of real CFS members’ structural
behavior, the finite element models must incorporate authentic geometry and precise
material attributes. To validate this approach, axial compression tests are conducted on
27 distinct types of Cee members.
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4.1. Material Testing

Material testing is conducted to obtain the material properties. While the CFS members
are of the same steel grade, they vary in three different thicknesses. Consequently, three
types of steel tensile coupons derived from the Cee members of differing thicknesses are
examined. These steel tensile coupons are tabulated in Table 2 and visually depicted in
Figure 10. All material testing procedures adhere rigorously to the Test Standard GB/T282.1-
2021 [25,26]. The tests are performed using a 1000 kN microcomputer-controlled electro-
hydraulic servo universal testing machine with a loading rate of 15 MPa/s, as shown in
Figure 11.

Table 2. Design specifications for steel tensile coupons.

Name of Steel Tensile Coupons Thickness (mm) L0 (mm) Lc (mm) Lt (mm) S0 (mm) Number

Test1-2.0 2.0 90 130 250 40 3
Test2-2.5 2.5 95 135 255 50 3
Test3-3.0 3.0 100 140 260 60 3

L0 is the original gauge length of testing specimens. Lc is the parallel length of testing specimens. Lt is the total
length of the testing specimens. S0 is the cross-section area of parallel regions.
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The results derived from testing necessitate processing for numerical simulation. The
engineering stress-strain data are transformed into true data using Equations (6) and (7).
The true material properties, ascertained from the tensile coupon tests, are detailed in
Table 3. Poisson’s ratio is designated as 0.3, a value commonly adopted for steel [7].

σtrue = σeng
(
1 + εeng

)
, (6)

εtrue = ln
(
1 + εeng

)
, (7)

where σtrue and εtrue are the true stress and strain, respectively; σeng and εeng are the
engineering stress and strain respectively.
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Table 3. Material properties.

Name of Steel Tensile Coupons Young’s Modulus (MPa) σ0.2 (MPa) σ0.5 (MPa) σult (MPa)

Test1-2.0 196,000 455 489 556
Test2-2.5 196,000 440 477 551
Test3-3.0 196,000 392 431 506

4.2. Design of the Validation Testing
4.2.1. Testing Set Up

In the validation testing, an axial compression experiment is conducted on simply
supported Cee-shaped steel members. These specimens are positioned on a 50-ton load-
ing apparatus comprising a reaction frame, a base, and a 50-ton actuator, as illustrated
in Figure 12a. Simulating the boundary conditions is paramount to the success of the
validation testing. For this purpose, a specific restraint device is designed, as shown in
Figure 12a,b. This device is made up of three primary components: the articulated section
1©, the connection plate 2©, and the sliding splints 3©. The articulated section is attached to

either the actuator’s loading cell or the base. The upper connection plate is designed with a
hook, ensuring that the restraint’s weight doesn’t influence the specimens under test.
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Additionally, the connection plates serve as intermediaries linking the articulated
sections and the sliding splints. The articulated sections are welded onto the plates. These
plates, in turn, support bolted splints equipped with sliding holes, facilitating adjust-
ments to the loading applied to the specimens. Angle steels play a dual role, assisting in
positioning the load and securing the specimens.

4.2.2. Sensor Arrangements

During the testing, two primary types of sensors are utilized: displacement sensors
and strain gauges. As depicted in Figure 13a, seven displacement sensors are strategically
positioned. Sensors W1 through W5 are dedicated to measuring horizontal deformations,
whereas W6 and W7 capture vertical displacements. The average value from W6 and W7
provides the loading displacement of the specimen during the test.
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Conversely, strain gauges are meticulously affixed around the specimens. The slender
specimen is equipped with 30 strain gauges, the medium with 21, and the stocky specimen
with 14. These gauges continuously record strain variations throughout the testing process.
The arrangement of strain gauge locations for specimens of different lengths can be seen in
Figure 13b.

4.3. Experimental Procedures

The testing is conducted rigorously in accordance with the ASCE Standard [4]. Before
the primary loading, pre-loading is undertaken, where the maximum load does not exceed
5% of the calculated yield load. Initially, the loading procedure employs a load control
approach, with increments of 10 kN, continued until no further load increases are observed.
Following this, displacement control is initiated for post-peak behaviors that display
significant deflection. Increments of 0.5 mm characterize the displacement-controlled
stages, and each step persists for 2 min. The test concludes once the post-peak load falls
below 60%.

It is imperative to highlight that the reaction frame and actuator are meticulously
controlled during testing. The installation process is directed by laser projection to ensure
precise alignment between the boundary device and the specimens. Additional measures,
such as plumb and leveling tests, are used for verification. The sensors are methodically
installed in sequence and undergo rigorous calibration.
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5. Testing Results and Validation of Numerical Simulations
5.1. Testing Results

Testing targets 27 specimens varying in length, section size, and thickness. The
results depicted in this research are the failure modes and peak loads where specimens are
categorized as stocky columns, medium columns, and slender columns.

5.1.1. Failure Modes

(a) Stocky columns
The stocky column series consists of 9 members with three distinct cross-sectional

types, each measuring 450 mm long. Most of the failure modes are material yielding with
local buckling. Given the relatively large slenderness ratios, some members exhibit a com-
bination of local and distortional buckling. Failure typically initiates at the web plate before
extending to the adjacent flanges. The post-testing deformation is presented in Figure 14.
An intriguing observation is that thinner specimens predominantly exhibit local buckling
accentuated by material yielding. In contrast, the thicker specimens primarily exhibit
combined buckling modes: distortional and local buckling. Moreover, the deformation in
these thicker specimens tends to concentrate closer to their mid-span.
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(b) Medium columns
The medium column series comprises nine members, each showcasing one of three

different cross-sectional types and three distinct thicknesses. Each column spans a length
of 1200 mm. The exhibited failure modes comprise three buckling types: distortional, local,
and global buckling about the weak axis, as illustrated in Figure 15. During the loading
process, at approximately 60% of ultimate loads, distortion of the flanges becomes evident,
predominantly in the middle to lower parts of the members. As loading intensifies, flange
crippling is observed. Concurrently, global buckling of the member (manifesting as flexural
bending) induces rotation in the articulated sections of the restraint devices, progressing
until failure. Analogous to the observations in the stocky columns, the thicker the cross-
section, the more the deformation tends to localize closer to the member’s mid-span.

(c) Slender columns
The slender column series consists of nine specimens, each showcasing one of three

different cross-sectional types and three distinct thicknesses, as depicted in Figure 16.
These columns have a length of 3000 mm. The predominant failure mode for the slender
columns is global buckling. When the applied load reaches about 50% of the ultimate load,
distortional deformation begins to manifest, accompanied by a minor degree of flexural
bending. Upon reaching the ultimate load, the articulated support undergoes rotation due
to the pronounced global buckling.
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The differences in thickness are less pronounced when compared to the medium
and stocky columns. The cross-section, specifically the slenderness ratio of the member,
plays a more critical role in determining the failure modes. The C-H180-B70 manifests a
combination of three distinct buckling modes: local, distortional, and flexural. In contrast,
the cross-section C-H200-B70 predominantly displays evident web crippling, minor lip de-
formation, and subtle flexural bending. The cross-section C-H280-B70 exhibits pronounced
distortional buckling, particularly at the lips and flanges, coupled with flexural bending.

5.1.2. Peak Loads

The peak load, representing the capacity of a member, is a pivotal metric for the design
of structural members. CFS members, differing in cross-sections and thicknesses, were
tested, with their peak loads summarized in Table 4. The average peak loads for stocky
columns stand at 237.1 kN, while those for medium columns are 115.3 kN. The slender
columns have an average peak load of 68.3 kN.
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Table 4. Peak loads (Ptest).

Stocky Columns Ptest (kN) Medium Columns Ptest (kN) Slender Columns Ptest (kN)
C1-H180-B70-t2.0-450 117.5 C10-H180-B70-t2.0-1200 71.6 C19-H180-B70-t2.0-3000 53.0
C2-H180-B70-t2.5-450 279.3 C11-H180-B70-t2.5-1200 73.89 C20-H180-B70-t2.5-3000 70.7
C3-H180-B70-t3.0-450 262.6 C12-H180-B70-t3.0-1200 152.9 C21-H180-B70-t3.0-3000 71.8
C4-H200-B70-t2.0-450 204.7 C13-H200-B70-t2.0-1200 102.6 C22-H200-B70-t2.0-3000 69.6
C5-H200-B70-t2.5-450 231.2 C14-H200-B70-t2.5-1200 108.2 C23-H200-B70-t2.5-3000 75.1
C6-H200-B70-t3.0-450 241.7 C15-H200-B70-t3.0-1200 149.7 C24-H200-B70-t3.0-3000 77.4
C7-H280-B70-t2.0-450 230.9 C16-H280-B70-t2.0-1200 116.0 C25-H280-B70-t2.0-3000 50.2
C8-H280-B70-t2.5-450 230.7 C17-H280-B70-t2.5-1200 116.5 C26-H280-B70-t2.5-3000 71.1
C9-H280-B70-t3.0-450 334.7 C18-H280-B70-t3.0-1200 146.5 C27-H280-B70-t3.0-3000 75.9

5.2. Validation of Finite Element Models

The numerical simulation method using the laser measurement is stated in Section 3.
The section focuses on calibrating finite element models using results from validation
testing. The calibration process primarily verifies the parameters outlined in Section 3.

5.2.1. Calibration of Parameters

• Boundary conditions:

Though various methods, such as laser line and leveler, were utilized to maximize
the alignment accuracy of the longitudinal and transverse members during the testing,
certain testing errors manifested due to the significant slender length of the medium-length
column. In response to these errors, modifications were made during the simulation stage.
Compared to the original centroid, the loading position of the slender column was shifted
by 7–10 mm, and the medium column by 3–7 mm. No alterations were applied to the stocky
column. This adjustment strategy was later corroborated through subsequent simulation
and testing outcomes.

5.2.2. Peak Load Validation

The peak loads from DT-based numerical simulations are compared with testing
results. These results are shown in Table 5. The deviation between these results is quantified
through the calculation of difference ratios, as formulated in Equations (8) and (9):

∆DT = PDT − Ptest (8)

RDT = ∆DT/PDT (9)

where ∆DT is the load difference between the DT-based prediction and the testing result;
RDT is the ratio of the difference for the DT-based.

The differences between the finite element predictions and the experimental findings
are reasonably modest. The most substantial deviation observed is approximately 10%.
However, most discrepancies fall below the 5% threshold, a margin typically deemed
acceptable in standard modeling analyses. Stocky columns exhibit the narrowest varia-
tions, owing to the ease of control during testing relative to their slender counterparts.
Consequently, the outcomes of the numerical simulations are considered satisfactory.

5.2.3. Failure Modes Validation

Upon comparing the failure mode of the stocky column in numerical simulation
(Figure 17), it is apparent that the failure is primarily dominated by distortional buckling
and local buckling, with deformation concentrated at the mid-span. At this point, the
materials transition into the plastic stage. Conversely, the simulated deformation of the
medium column reveals a combination of deformation modes. Flexural buckling about
the weak axis is evident, along with distortional and local buckling occurring at the
mid-span and 1/3 height of the member, respectively. The slender column is primarily
characterized by flexural buckling, with minor distortional buckling observable at the mid-
span. Notably, the extent of local buckling in both the stocky and medium columns in the
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numerical simulation is marginally less pronounced than that observed in the testing. This
discrepancy merits careful consideration in the refinement and optimization of subsequent
simulation methodologies.

Table 5. Comparisons of peak loads across different simulations.

Section ID Ptest/(kN) PDT/(kN) Ptrad/(kN) ∆DT/(kN) RDT/(%) ∆trad/(kN) Rtrad/(%)

C1-H180-B70-t2.0-450 117.6 129.3 124.1 11.7 9.1% 6.6 5.3%
C2-H180-B70-t2.5-450 279.3 301.2 277.6 21.8 7.3% −1.8 −0.6%
C3-H180-B70-t3.0-450 262.6 261.2 315.6 −1.4 −0.5% 52.9 16.8%
C4-H200-B70-t2.0-450 204.7 207.2 156.0 2.5 1.2% −48.6 −31.2%
C5-H200-B70-t2.5-450 231.2 225.9 292.4 −5.3 −2.3% 61.2 20.9%
C6-H200-B70-t3.0-450 241.8 237.4 260.6 −4.43 −1.9% 18.8 7.2%
C7-H280-B70-t2.0-450 230.9 210.0 247.9 −20.9 −9.9% 17.0 6.9%
C8-H280-B70-t2.5-450 230.8 246.8 204.1 16.0 6.5% −26.7 −13.1%
C9-H280-B70-t3.0-450 334.7 304.9 375.2 −29.9 −9.8% 40.5 10.8%

C10-H180-B70-t2.0-1200 71.6 68.8 87.6 −2.8 −4.0% 16.0 18.3%
C11-H180-B70-t2.5-1200 73.9 71.6 97.9 −2.3 −3.3% 24.0 24.5%
C12-H180-B70-t3.0-1200 152.9 158.7 191.1 5.8 3.7% 38.2 20.0%
C13-H200-B70-t2.0-1200 102.6 105.1 124.4 2.4 2.3% 21.8 17.5%
C14-H200-B70-t2.5-1200 108.2 105.3 129.8 −3.0 −2.8% 21.6 16.6%
C15-H200-B70-t3.0-1200 149.8 144.0 182.1 −5.8 −4.0% 32.4 17.8%
C16-H280-B70-t2.0-1200 116.0 113.1 145.6 −2.9 −2.6% 29.6 20.3%
C17-H280-B70-t2.5-1200 116.5 124.4 156.5 7.9 6.3% 40.0 25.6%
C18-H280-B70-t3.0-1200 146.5 141.5 169.5 −5.0 −3.5% 23.0 13.6%

C19-H180-B70-t2.0-3000 53.0 56.3 64.7 3.3 5.9% 11.7 18.1%
C20-H180-B70-t2.5-3000 70.7 73.8 87.8 3.1 4.3% 17.1 19.5%
C21-H180-B70-t3.0-3000 71.9 72.0 85.7 0.2 0.3% 13.8 16.1%
C22-H200-B70-t2.0-3000 69.6 75.3 89.9 5.7 7.6% 20.3 22.6%
C23-H200-B70-t2.5-3000 75.1 77.8 96.5 2.7 3.5% 21.4 22.2%
C24-H200-B70-t3.0-3000 77.4 76.5 92.9 −0.9 −1.1% 15.5 16.7%
C25-H280-B70-t2.0-3000 50.2 53.5 61.1 3.2 6.1% 10.9 17.9%
C26-H280-B70-t2.5-3000 71.1 73.5 81.5 2.4 3.3% 10.5 12.8%
C27-H280-B70-t3.0-3000 75.9 69.1 90.6 −6.80 −9.8% 14.8 16.3%

5.2.4. Strain-Peak Load Curves

In this section, the accuracy denoted with Rstr, of the DT-based model is validated
by comparing the strain values generated by the DT-based model and the testing result
at the left flange, web, and right flange under peak loads (Equation (10)). To achieve this,
three stocky columns, three medium columns, and three slender columns were randomly
selected for comparison from the tests. Strain data during testing were captured using
strain gauges, as depicted in Figure 15b. These gauges were specifically positioned at the
most prominent flange locations and web buckling within the members. Correspondingly,
DT-based models for these nine members were chosen, ensuring that the locations for strain
assessment mirrored those in the experimental setup.

Rstr =|εDT − εtest|/εDT (10)

where εDT represent the strain derived from the DT-based prediction at peak load; εDT
denote the strain from the test results at peak load; and Rstr is the ratio of the difference
between the DT-based prediction and the testing result.
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of medium columns; (e) Front view of slender columns; (f) Side view of slender columns.

To illustrate the predictive capabilities of the DT-based model more comprehensively,
this study presents a comparative load-strain curve for a randomly selected member
(C5-H200-B70-t2.5-450). The chosen points for analysis are S3, S6, and S8 (as shown in
Figure 13b). In the initial loading phase, both the experimental results and the DT-based
model indicated a consistent compressive state, suggesting an absence of localized buckling
in the flange and web for both scenarios. As the applied load on the member intensified,
reaching the buckling threshold, the experimental data and the DT-based model began
to display signs of alternating concave-convex buckling patterns spanning multiple half-
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wavelengths. At this point, the strain at the buckling location underwent a swift transition.
The curve at this point denotes the member’s critical buckling load value, characterized
by the emergence of inflection points and pronounced member deformation. Additionally,
it’s essential to highlight that the initial alignment between the experimental results and
the DT-based model is commendable. However, disparities emerge in the later stages.
This divergence arises because the deformation direction becomes unpredictable when
the model undergoes buckling, resulting in strain gauges experiencing compression and
tension. In the DT-based model’s context, the web area is uniformly compressed initially (as
shown in Figure 18a). But as buckling sets in, it transitions to a state of tension, mirroring
the phenomena observed in the experimental tests. Additionally, the strain values of the
web at the end of the loading are also nearly identical. The strain values in the flange area
of the stocky column during the testing and in the DT-based model align closely at the
peak load (Figure 18b,c). However, discrepancies arise towards the end of the loading. This
primarily stems from the fact that, post reaching the peak load in the testing, the strain
gauges in this region undergo buckling, transitioning from compression to tension. In
contrast, the strain gauges in the DT-based model consistently remain compressed.
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Figure 18. Load-strain curves of a typical column C5-H200-B70-t2.5-450: (a) Web (S6); (b) Left flange
(S3); (c) Right flange (S8).

Considering the number of 27 members, not all load-strain curves could be displayed.
Therefore, stocky, medium, and slender columns were chosen to compare their strains at
peak load (Table 6). The average testing strain at the web position of the stocky column
was −1286.4 µε, whereas the predicted strain by the DT-based model at this position
was −1288.5 µε. The average percentage error (Rstr) between the testing and predicted
values for each stocky column at this location was 4.9%. The average testing strain at the
web position of the stocky column was −1679.9 µε, while the DT-based model predicted
−1599.95 µε, resulting in an error percentage of approximately 20.9%. Besides the stocky
column, the testing and DT-based model strains at the web position of the medium column
were −291.4 µε and −266.0 µε, respectively, with a percentage error of 10.6%. The testing
and predicted strains at the flange position of the medium column were −1373.7 µε and
−1340.0 µε, resulting in a percentage error of 15.5%. Lastly, the testing and DT-based model
strains at the web position of the slender column were 196.0 µε and 223.5 µε, respectively,
with a percentage error of 12.0%. The testing and predicted strains at the flange position of
the slender column were −644.6 µε and −739.2 µε, resulting in a percentage error of 19.0%.
It is worth noting that, overall, the predicted results for the web position are better than
those for the flange position. This is because there is a certain error between the position
of the strain gauges and the actual ideal state of the DT model, which results in more
significant errors in strain measurements at the flange during loading.
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Table 6. Comparisons of strains in columns at peak loads.

Section ID
DT-Based (µε) Testing Results (µε) Rstr(%)

Left
Flange Web Right

Flange
Left

Flange Web Right
Flange

Left
Flange Web Right

Flange
C2-H180-B70-t2.5-450 −2119.3 −1599.1 −1270.2 −1493.8 −1684.0 −1464.0 29.5 5.3 15.3
C5-H200-B70-t2.5-450 −1422.2 −892.1 −1764.3 −1578.9 −912.4 −2227.0 11.0 2.3 26.2
C7-H280-B70-t2.0-450 −1328.8 −1368.1 −1694.9 −1134.0 −1269.2 −2181.7 14.7 7.2 28.7

C14-H200-B70-t2.5-1200 −1732.3 −270.0 −917.7 −1729.1 −273.0 −652.3 0.2 1.1 28.9
C15-H200-B70-t3.0-1200 −1774.6 −207.6 −590.4 −1692.1 −254.1 −494.8 4.7 22.4 16.2
C17-H280-B70-t2.5-1200 −1499.0 −320.3 −1525.1 −1919.3 −347.0 −1754.6 28.0 8.3 15.1

C20-H180-B70-t2.5-3000 −814.4 292.9 −444.3 −799.5 228.6 −369.3 1.8 21.9 16.9
C22-H200-B70-t2.0-3000 −884.8 165.9 −676.8 −984.1 144.7 −452.8 11.2 12.8 33.1
C27-H280-B70-t3.0-3000 −1095.1 211.8 −519.6 −924.0 214.7 −337.6 15.6 1.4 35.1

Through statistical analysis and comparisons of the strain data at maximum loads
between the DT-based models and testing results, it’s evident that the DT-based model
can effectively predict the strains of members under peak load. The numerical simulation
approach, specifically the DT-based modeling, proves robust and accurate.

6. Discussion
6.1. Comparisons with Traditionally Numerical Simulations

The test outcomes are compared with traditional numerical simulations, wherein the
initial buckling mode of a member serves as the imperfection shape, adopting a magnitude
of L/960 as specified by standards [4,5]. A typical cross-section is selected for comparisons
across different lengths. The shell element type is consistent with the laser measurement
models, specifically S4R. The mesh sizes are kept uniform to facilitate better comparisons.
Boundary conditions are set as simply supported, and the analysis step mirrors that of
the measurement models. The outcomes of the finite element simulation, particularly the
failure modes and peak loads, are meticulously compared.

6.1.1. Peak Load

The peak loads from traditional numerical simulations are compared with test results,
as illustrated in Table 5. Difference ratios are derived from Equations (11) and (12):

∆trad = Ptrad − Ptest (11)

Rtrad = ∆trad/Ptrad (12)

where ∆trad is the load difference between predictions from traditional numerical simula-
tions and the actual testing result.

Rtrad is the ratio of the difference for the traditional numerical simulations.
The traditional numerical simulations method uses identical boundary conditions and

loading modes as the DT-based method. However, when comparing the ultimate loads
between the traditional and DT-based methods, the traditional approach underperforms
relative to testing results. The average Rtrad for the slender columns stands at 18.0%, while it
is 19.3% for medium columns. These results indicate its inadequacy in accurately predicting
the member’s ultimate load. For stocky columns, the efficacy is slightly better at 12.5%.
Conversely, the average RDT for the DT-based numerical simulation method is 4.7% for
slender columns, 3.6% for medium columns, and 5.3% for stocky columns. Moreover, the
maximum RDT does not exceed 10% for any specimen. The predictive accuracy of the
traditional numerical simulations is significantly surpassed by the DT-based numerical
simulation method.

6.1.2. Failure Modes

Compared with the testing failure modes, traditional numerical simulations display
considerable discrepancies in deformation, as highlighted in Figure 19. Taking the stocky
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column, C-H280-B70, as an example, there are evident differences in the failure positions,
magnitudes, and modes. The medium column’s behavior is similar to the stocky column,
though the failure position is more proximal. Conversely, the slender column provides the
closest simulation results to the testing, with matching failure mode types. However, the
deformation’s positioning is not consistent. A clear distinction between Figures 17 and 19
reveals that the traditional numerical simulation method is markedly less efficient than the
DT-based method in these instances.
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6.2. Parametric Analysis
6.2.1. Mesh Density

Meshes sizes are evaluated for comparison when modeling the stocky, medium, and
slender columns. The initial measurement density is overly congested, making it inefficient
for numerical simulations. As a result, there’s a need to de-sample the density of mesh
nodes without compromising simulation accuracy. In contrast to the original cross sections,
the de-sampled models display 1/5 and 1/10 of the mesh densities, as depicted in Figure 20.
The findings presented in Figure 21 indicate that de-sampling the cross-section densities
has a negligible impact on the numerical simulations, with the predicted ultimate load
value differing by no more than 1 kN. Additionally, computation efficiency is significantly
enhanced, ranging from 50% to 70%.
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6.2.2. Analysis Step

The ‘Static, Riks’ method is frequently employed in traditional numerical simulation
methods for CFS members during the analysis phase. However, a challenge emerges
when working with extensive, high-precision numerical models grounded in real-world
measurements. Whether analyzing stocky, medium, or slender columns, the ‘Static, Riks’
analysis step often struggles with convergence. This phenomenon is visualized in Figure 22,
where the X-axis represents the number of analysis steps, and the Y-axis indicates the
centroid displacement of the member’s compressed end. Given a scenario where the
member undergoes compression, leading to a downward movement of the centroid, the
Y value becomes positive. When employing the ‘Static, Riks’ method, the initial phase
showcases that the member can be compressed due to axial force. Yet, with an increase
in the number of analysis steps, the model’s iterative efficacy starts to wane. This is
highlighted by the displacement turning negative, an outcome contrary to what’s observed
in real-world testing.
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On the other hand, utilizing the ‘Static, Stabilize’ method for the analysis steps, as
depicted in Figure 21, ensures that the iterative performance of the model remains consis-
tent even with an increase in analysis steps, avoiding the non-convergence issue altogether.
Further, when comparing the simulated peak load of the DT model in Table 5 to the ex-
perimental peak load, coupled with the failure mode examination in Figure 17, it becomes
evident that the DT simulation, when employing the ‘Static, Stabilize’ analysis step, pro-
vides a precise and resilient replication of experimental conditions. As a result, for this
simulation, the ‘Static, Stabilize’ method was the preferred choice for the analysis step.

7. Conclusions

This paper systematically introduces a new DT-based numerical simulation method
that utilizes the as-true geometries of CFS sections captured by a 3D laser scanner. This
offers a fresh perspective on simulating the authentic defects observed in cold-formed
steel members. The Digital Twin (DT)-based simulation method leverages these as-true
geometries from the CFS sections. This method utilizes the reconstructed measurement
point clouds in finite element modeling, ensuring the retention of true geometric features.
To validate the modeling choices, including mesh sizes and boundary conditions, a compre-
hensive series of tests, encompassing material testing and axial compression testing, was
conducted. The superiority of the DT-based numerical simulation method is highlighted
through its comparison with the conventional numerical simulation. The latter typically
only accounts for the first mode imperfection in CFS member geometry.
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1. This paper introduces a newly developed DT-based numerical simulation method for
Cee-section CFS members, which harnesses detailed geometries derived from laser
scanning techniques. The dense measurement point clouds are de-sampled using
heuristic guidelines to preserve essential geometric features. Finite element modeling
is executed by scripting an ABAQUS running file using a suffix script. Key modeling
parameters are identified and refined through empirical testing.

2. Axial compression tests were conducted on 27 Cee-shaped CFS members, varying
in lengths, sections, and thicknesses. Results from these tests were juxtaposed with
model analysis outcomes, revealing a commendable alignment between the observed
phenomena and the DT-based numerical simulations. The average discrepancy be-
tween the tested and simulated ultimate loads stood at 5.3% for stocky columns, 3.6%
for medium columns, and 4.7% for slender columns. Moreover, the strain values at
peak loads from the DT-based model’s critical points closely mirrored the test findings,
with an average error of approximately 13.8% between the web and flange. Thus, the
DT-based numerical simulation method effectively predicted the specimen’s failure
mode and peak load.

3. The DT-based numerical simulation method was benchmarked against the conven-
tional numerical simulation approach for CFS member structural performance mod-
eling. When juxtaposed with this traditional method, the DT-based simulation con-
sistently outperformed in predicting structural behaviors, notably in areas like load
capacities and failure modes.

The DT-based numerical simulation method demonstrates both efficiency and accuracy
in predicting structural performance. This approach establishes a robust foundation for
future research in intelligent structural analysis of CFS members. This method stands out
when the goal is high efficiency and precise modeling predictions, especially for training
surrogate models. Emerging system-based or simulation-based design approaches can also
leverage the advantages of this simulation method.
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